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Figure 1. Results of image translation to mixed-domains. These images are obtained by learning the SGN for three losses (reconstruction,
adversarial, perceptual) and then by inferring the input of a test image in a single generator with only changing the sym-parameter. The
numbers in the parentheses are sym-parameters for each A, B, and C domain.
Abstract
Recent advances in image-to-image translation have led
to some ways to generate multiple domain images through
a single network. However, there is still a limit in creat-
ing an image of a target domain without a dataset on it.
We propose a method that expands the concept of ‘multi-
domain’ from data to the loss area and learns the com-
bined characteristics of each domain to dynamically in-
fer translations of images in mixed domains. First, we in-
troduce Sym-parameter and its learning method for vari-
ously mixed losses while synchronizing them with input con-
ditions. Then, we propose Sym-parameterized Generative
Network (SGN) which is empirically confirmed of learning
mixed characteristics of various data and losses, and trans-
lating images to any mixed-domain without ground truths,
such as 30% Van Gogh and 20% Monet and 40% snowy.
1. Introduction
Recently, literature on multi-domain deep image transla-
tion has introduced many methods that learn the joint dis-
tribution of two or more domains and find transformations
among them. Particularly, a single generator is able to trans-
late images to multiple domains based on training data dis-
tributions [3, 20, 26]. However, translating style features
across domains seen by the model is different from ‘cre-
ativeness’. Consider a case of generating a translated image
with a style that is 20% of Van Gogh, 50% of Picasso and
30% of the original image. Since the ground truths for learn-
ing such a translation do not exist, the target distribution to
approximate can not explicitly be provided for conventional
deep generative networks.
If we construe that the optimum of the target style is a
weighted sum of optima of the candidate styles, then the
objective function can be defined by a weighted sum of ob-
jective functions of those. In this end, if the weights are set
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as hyper-parameters, they can be preselected and learned to
generate images outside of a domain even without ground
truths [5]. Even in such a case, not only a criterion on se-
lections of the parameters is vague, but every training for
cross-domain translations must also be impractically done
with a unique set of weights. Therefore, it would be more
efficient to dynamically control them during inferences for
desired translations. We, in this paper, present a concept of
sym-parameters that enable human users to control them so
that influences of candidate domains on final translations
can be heuristically adjusted during inferences.
In our method, along with inputs, sym-parameters are in-
putted as a condition into our proposed generator network,
Sym-parameterized Generative Network (SGN). And also,
these sym-parameters are synchronously set as weights for
the linear combination of multiple loss functions. With the
proposed setting, we have verified that a single network is
able to generate corresponding images of a mixed-domain
based on an arbitrarily weighted combination of loss func-
tions without direct ground truths. While an SGN utilizes
multiple loss functions that conventional image-to-image
translation models use (e.g. reconstruction loss, GAN (ad-
versarial) loss, perceptual loss), the sym-parameter condi-
tions the weights of these losses for variously purposed
translations. If an SGN, as an exemplar case depicted in Fig-
ure 1, uses GAN loss for training Van Gogh style and per-
ceptual loss for Udnie of Francis Picabia, sym-parameters
allow adjusting the ratio of the styles to create correspond-
ingly styled images. Through experiments, we found that
sym-parameters conditioned within a model in the ways
performed in typical conditional methods [3, 15, 30], fail
to yield our intended generations. To overcome this, we ad-
ditionally propose Conditional Channel Attention Module
(CCAM).
To summarize, our contributions are as follows:
(1) We propose the concept of sym-parameter and its learn-
ing method that can control the weight between losses dur-
ing inferences.
(2) We introduce SGN, a novel generative network that ex-
pands the concept of ‘multi-domain’ from data to the loss
area using sym-parameters.
(3) Experimental results show that SGN could translate im-
ages to mixed-domain without ground truths.
2. Related work
Generative Adversarial Networks Recently, Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs) [6] have been actively
adapted to many image generation tasks [1, 11, 16, 21].
GANs are typically composed of two networks: a gener-
ator and a discriminator. The discriminator is trained to
distinguish the generated samples (fake samples) from the
ground-truth images (real samples), while the generator
learns to generate samples so that the discriminator mis-
judges. This training method is called adversarial training
which our method uses for both the generator and the dis-
criminator to learn the distribution of a real dataset.
Conditional Image Synthesis By conditioning concur-
rently with inputs, image generation methods learn condi-
tional distribution of a domain. CVAE [24] uses conditions
to assign intentions to VAEs [13]. Conditional image gener-
ation methods that are based on GANs also have been devel-
oped [2, 4, 18, 19, 20, 28], using class labels or other charac-
teristics. Conditional GANs are also used in domain trans-
fers [12, 25] and super-resolution [16]. While the methods
from [3, 20] use discrete conditioning (either 0 or 1), our
method uses continuous values for input conditioning.
Image to Image Translation While there exist generative
models that generate images based on sampling (i.e. GANs,
VAEs), models that generate images for given base input
images are also studied. They mostly use autoencoders [14]
and among them, one of the most representative and recent
works is [9], which uses adversarial training with condi-
tions. CycleGAN [29] and DiscoGAN [12] translate either
style or domain of input images. Johnson et al. [10] have
proposed perceptual loss in order to train feed-forward net-
work for image style transformation. Since most of them
use convolutional autoencoders with ResBlocks [7] or U-
Net [22] structure, we also utilize the structure of Cycle-
GAN [29], but additionally apply sym-parameters to image-
to-image translation tasks in the form of continuous valued
conditions. We also adopt the perceptual loss harmonized
with the GAN loss and the reconstruction loss terms.
One generator to multiple domains Many have extended
the study of image-to-image translations to multiple do-
mains with a single generator network. IcGAN [20], Star-
GAN [3] and SingleGAN [26] address the problem of pre-
viously reported generative models that they are stuck with
two domains, and achieve meaningful results on their ex-
tended works by using hard labels of each domain. Meth-
ods regarding image generation problems also have been
proposed. ACGAN [19] uses auxiliary classifier to gener-
ate images by providing class information as a condition in
the input. In different perspective, CAN [5] tries generating
artworks by blending multiple domains. The method trains
the generator of GAN to confuse the auxiliary classifier to
judge fake samples in forms of uniform-distribution. In this
study, we make a good use of conditions synchronized with
loss functions not only to transfer to multiple domains, but
also to mix each styles simultaneously by using expandable
loss terms.
3. Proposed Method
Our goal is to learn distributions from multiple domains
by varying weighted loss functions in order to dynamically
translate images into a mixed-domain. In order to control
mixing ratio during inferences, the corresponding condi-
tions must be inputted and trained with the model. For such
purpose, we present sym-parameters which are symmetri-
cally set inside (as condition inputs) as well as outside (as
weights of multiple loss functions) of a generator. The sym-
paraemters allow transitive learning without explicit ground
truth images among diverse mixtures of multiple domains
and loss functions. The generator of sym-parameterized
generative networks (SGN) can thus be controlled during
inferences unlike conventional generators that infer strictly
as optimized for a specific dataset or a particular loss func-
tion.
3.1. Sym-parameter
By trying to find not only the optimum of each candidate
objective function but also the optima for various combina-
tions of them, we desire to control the mixing weights dur-
ing inferences. We propose human controllable parameters,
Sym-parameters, that can replace typical hyper-parameters
for weighing multiple loss functions. As the prefix “sym-” is
defined in dictionaries as “with; along with; together; at the
same time”, sym-parameters are fed into a model, symmetri-
cally set as weights of the candidate loss functions and syn-
chronized after training. If k number of different loss func-
tions, L1, · · · ,Lk, are engaged, then the sym-parameter S
is defined as a k-dimensional vector (s1, · · · , sk). The to-
tal loss of a model f(x, S) that takes inputs x and sym-
parameters S is:
L(f, S) = s1L1(f(x, S)) + ...+ skLk(f(x, S))
where
k∑
i=1
si = 1 and si ≥ 0 for all i ∈ [1, k].
(1)
Having the total sum of sym-parameters to be 1, the total
loss L defined by the function f and sym-parameters S
is a weighted sum of sub-loss functions, each of which is
weighed by the corresponding element of S. The conven-
tional hyper-parameter model predicts output y using the
yˆ = fht(x) model with hyper-parameter ht. In this case, it
is difficult to predict y for ht′ , that is not used during train-
ing, because the network f is not a conditional function for
the hyper-parameter ht′ that was not used at training time.
However, our model uses the weight of losses as input S in
the form yˆ = f(x, S), and f has conditional output for S as
well as x. Thus, it can predict yˆ for various combinations of
losses that were used in training. Figure 2 depicts the con-
cept showing the difference between a sym-parametrized
model and conventional models using multiple loss func-
tions weighted by hyper-parameters. While a new model is
required for learning each combination of weights if con-
ventional methods are used, our method allows a single
model to manage various combination of weights through
one learning. We, in the experiment section, verify that not
only each sub-objective function is optimized but various
Figure 2. The concept of sym-parameter (a) This model should
be learned by changing the hyper-parameters when it is required
to use different weights among multiple losses. (b) Our proposed
method has the effect of modifying the weight among losses by
changing the sym-parameter S for inference in a single model.
L1,L2,L3 represent different types of losses. x and f are the input
and the output function. ω and φ are the hyper-parameters
linear sums of them also are. For example, if a neural model
wants to perform both the regression and the classification
tasks, the optimization is processed towards minimizing the
regression loss when S = (1, 0), the classification loss
when S = (0, 1) and the weighted sum of the losses when
S = (i, j)i,j∈R,i+j=1.
Training with Dirichlet Distribution As mentioned above,
a sym-parameter is represented as a vector which has the
same number of dimensions as the number of loss functions.
The vector’s values are randomly selected during training in
order to synchronize accordingly with sym-parameterized
combinations of loss functions. To do so, the sym-parameter
values are sampled based on Dirichlet distribution. The
probability distribution of a k-dimensional vector with the
sum of positively valued elements being 1, can be written
as:
p(S) =
1
B(α)
k∏
i=1
sαi−1i , where B(α) =
∏k
i=1 Γ(αi)
Γ(
∑k
i=1 αi)
. (2)
Here, B(α) is a normalization constant and Γ(·) represents
Gamma function. When k = 2, the distribution boils down
to Beta distribution. Using Dirichlet distribution allows the
sum of sym-parameter values to be 1 and enables adjusting
the distribution with by changing the concentration vector
α = (α1, · · · , αk).
3.2. Sym-parameterized Generative Networks
Using sym-parameters that allow inferences of various
mixtures of losses, we propose sym-parametrized gener-
ative networks (SGN) that translate images to a mixed-
domain. Our method is able to either generate images from
latent inputs or translate styles with image inputs as long
as sym-parameters are inputted along with the inputs and
they define a linear combination of loss functions. Figure 3
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Figure 3. Overall Structure of SGN for Three Different Losses This diagram illustrates the case where SGN uses reconstruction,
adversarial and perceptual loss as A, B and C domain. For the A, B, and C domains, the SGN uses the weighted sum of the losses with the
sym-parameter S = (s1, s2, s3). Therefore, the full objective of the generator is LG = s1LA + s2LB + s3LC .
illustrates the structure of SGN for image-to-image transla-
tion. Selection of loss functions are not necessarily limited
for image generation tasks, and the following is a represen-
tative loss for a generator G with reconstruction loss Lrec,
adversarial loss Ladv and perceptual loss Lper weighted by
sym-parameters (s1, s2, s3):
LG = s1Lrec + s2Ladv + s3Lper. (3)
Here, each loss function may cope with different objective
and dataset for more diverse image generations such as us-
ing two of adversarial losses one of which for Van Gogh and
another for Monet style domain.
While either reconstruction loss or perceptual loss does
not require to train an additional network, a discriminator
must be trained along with an SGN model for the adversar-
ial loss, and a distinct training criterion of the discriminator
is needed for SGN. Because our method generates images
based on linearly combined losses with sym-parametrized
weights, the weight on the loss of a discriminator must
be also set accordingly. Therefore, discriminator must be
trained with the weight assigned on the generator loss in an
adversarial manner:
LD = −s2Ladv. (4)
A trained SGN can translate images with specific sym-
parameters, or generate random images from random vari-
ables sampled from Dirichlet distribution defined by an in-
put image.
3.2.1 Conditional Channel Attention Module
SGN takes a continuous valued sym-parameter vector along
with inputs and generates images reflecting characteristics
Input feature 𝑋
𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙
Sym-parameter 𝑆
Refined feature 𝑋′
𝑀𝐿𝑃𝑚
Conditional Channel Attention Module
𝑀𝐿𝑃𝑒
Figure 4. Structure of CCAM CCAM is a lightweight module
that takes a feature of previous layer X and a sym-parameter S as
an input, generates a map for channel attention through MLP lay-
ers, and refines the input feature with this attention map.⊗ denotes
a channel-wise multiplication.
of various parts of a mixed-domain, which covers wider
range of target distribution than multi-domain models do
with discrete conditions. Since domain injection used in
conventional conditional generators is empirically shown to
be inadequate for our purpose, we propose another injec-
tion method for sym-parameterized conditionings, named
Conditional Channel Attetion Module (CCAM). Inspired
by SENet [8], CCAM is a channel attention model that se-
lectively gates feature channels based on sigmoid attentive-
ness. CCAM also allows SGN to have a fully convolutional
structure and manage various spatial sizes. CCAM’s struc-
tural details are depicted in Figure 4, and the module can be
written as:
CCAM(X,S) = X · σ(MLPm([MLPe(S), AvgPool(X)])),
(5)
where X ∈ RH×W×C represents feature maps outputted
from a preceding layer and [·, ·] denotes the concatenation
operation. The features are shrunk to 1 × 1 × C through
an average pooling, and the sym-parameters are represented
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Figure 5. Result of 1-D toy problem with sym-parameter. The left image shows the function g(x), which defines the regression label,
and class labels are defined as 1 if g(x) < h(x) or 0 otherwise. The color maps on the right depict the calculated loss values for L(f, S)
and the plot Sym is the actual output of the trained f(x, S) on the given S. Hyper denotes the output of multiple hyper-parameter models
for each weights. Sin uses the sym-parameter as an input, but uses fixed weight (0.5, 0.5) for each loss. This result shows that our method
follows the weighted loss according to the sym-parameter S.
in the same size as the pooled features through MLPe.
After MLPm creates attention maps based on the con-
catenation of input features and sym-parameters, a sigmoid
function σ activates to produce the channel attention map,
M ∈ R1×1×C . The output features of CCAM is then cre-
ated by channel-wise multiplication of the channel attention
map M and the original feature map X . For such a continu-
ous conditioning case, CCAM allows superior efficiency of
image generations over channel-wise inclusion of domain
information along with RGB channels [3] or domain code
injection through central biasing normalization [26].
4. Implementation of SGN
Network Architecture The base architecture of SGN has
adopted the autoencoder layers from [3, 10, 29], which
consists of two downsampling convolution layers, two up-
sampling transposed convolution layers with strides of two
and nine residual blocks in between them. In this architec-
ture, CCAM modules are inserted for conditioning at three
positions, before the downsampling convolutions, after the
downsampling convolutions and lastly, before the upsam-
pling convolutions. For Ladv , we use PatchGAN discrimi-
nator, introduced by Isole et al. [9] where discriminator is
applied at each image patch separately. The choice of feed-
forward CNN for Lper is VGG16 with consensus on the
work of Johnson et al. [10]. More details of the architecture
and training will be handled on supplementary materials.
5. Experiments
Since, to the best of our knowledge, our method is the
first approach that allows neural networks to dynamically
adjust the balance among losses at inference time, there are
no baselines for direct comparisons. We perform experi-
ments for qualitative and quantitative evaluations on how
well the sym-parameter works. And to focus on fair investi-
gations based on the results, we have preserved the models
Weights Sym-parameter model Hyper-parameter models
(Lr, Lc) L Lr Lc L Lr Lc
(1.00, 0.00) 0.0001 0.0001 0.2148 0.0000 0.0000 0.2167
(0.75, 0.25) 0.0483 0.0063 0.1743 0.0481 0.0062 0.1737
(0.50, 0.50) 0.0824 0.0347 0.1302 0.0815 0.0353 0.1277
(0.25, 0.75) 0.0878 0.1674 0.0613 0.0846 0.1597 0.0592
(0.00, 1.00) 0.0062 0.4113 0.0062 0.0013 0.4254 0.0013
Table 1. Comparison against hyper-parameter models on 1D
toy problem. The single model with sym-parameter has a similar
loss value to those from the hyper-parameter models learned sepa-
rately. Lr and Lc denote the regression loss and the classification
loss, respectively. L is weighted loss of Lr and Lc with the given
weight parameters.
of the existing methods and their individual losses as re-
ported except for few minor changes. In this section, we first
investigate the behavior of sym-parameters based on differ-
ent loss functions through a 1-D toy problem. We then ex-
periment an SGN on image translations to mixed-domains.
And lastly, CCAM’s role within the SGN is reviewed.
5.1. Toy Example: Regression and Classification
with Single Network
In order to understand sym-parameters, we have de-
signed an 1-D toy problem that we can calculate exact
loss and visualize it. This allows us to confirm that our
method can minimize multiple set of weights of multiple
losses. And we can compare with hyper-parameter mod-
els whether a single sym-parameter model can replace var-
ious hyper-parameter models. We have defined a polyno-
mial function g(x) that takes one dimensional vector x ∈
[−1, 1] and outputs yr. Also, with g(x) and a linear func-
tion h(x), yc is represented as a binary class label of 1 if
g(x) < h(x) or 0 otherwise. We have created a dataset con-
sisting of (x, yr, yc) tuples. A sym-parametrized MLP net-
work f(x, S) concisely structured with three hidden layers
(1.0, 0.0, 0.0) (0.5, 0.5, 0.0) (0.0, 1.0, 0.0) (0.0, 0.5, 0.5) (0.0, 0.0, 1.0) (0.5, 0.0, 0.5) (0.33, 0.33, 0.33)Input Image
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Figure 6. Image Translation Results. These images are translated from the test dataset with SGN model 2 and 3 according to the given
sym-parameters S. The numbers in parentheses are the sym-parameters for the A, B, and C domains, respectively.
A B C
Model 1 Lrec, Photo Ladv , Van Gogh Lper, Udnie
Model 2 Lrec, Photo Ladv , Ukiyo-e Lper, Rain
Model 3 Lrec, Summer Ladv , Winter Ladv , Monet
Table 2. The configuration of models. We configure A, B and C
domains for the three models used in the SGN experiments. Each
domain is defined as a combination of loss and data.
is trained with the dataset to perform regression and classi-
fication in terms of yr and yc, respectively. The total loss is
defined as L(f, S) = s1Lr + s2Lc with a sym-parameter
S = (s1, s2).
Figure 5 shows the results of the experiment. Color-
maps on the right sub-figures show computed loss values
when weight for each losses are (1, 0), (0.5, 0.5) and (0, 1),
respectively. And the plots in each sub-figure denote the
results of sym-parameter model (Sym), hyper-parameter
models (Hyper) and an additional ablation (Sin). The
figures clearly show the sym-parametrized model f(x, S)
properly minimizes weighted losses according to the sym-
parameter value. And the results are similar to the mul-
tiple hyper-parameter models, which are trained individu-
ally. Model Sin uses the sym-parameter as an input, but
the weights of each losses are fixed to (0.5, 0.5) at train-
ing. As the illustrated results show, outputs follow the case
H = (0.5, 0.5) regardless of the input S because the model
Sin did not learn to change the loss function. Also, the same
sym-parametrized model is quantitatively compared against
various hyper-parameter models that are separately trained.
Weights Single sym-parameter model Hyper-parameter models
(Lrec,Ladv,Lper) LG Lrec Ladv Lper LG Lrec Ladv Lper
(1.0, 0.0, 0.0) 0.164 0.164 0.829 0.209 0.159 0.159 2.540 0.252
(0.5, 0.5, 0.0) 0.305 0.285 0.323 0.253 0.407 0.423 0.391 0.270
(0.0, 1.0, 0.0) 0.211 0.756 0.211 0.311 0.308 1.008 0.308 0.276
(0.0, 0.5, 0.5) 0.171 0.718 0.256 0.085 0.205 0.924 0.247 0.163
(0.0, 0.0, 1.0) 0.040 0.443 0.525 0.040 0.015 1.039 1.375 0.015
(0.5, 0.0, 0.5) 0.139 0.201 0.889 0.077 0.117 0.184 3.054 0.050
Table 3. Comparisons with six hyper-parameter models in
image-to-image translation domain. The weighted loss, LG, of
the single SGN has a similar test error to the hyper-parameter mod-
els trained separately for each set of weights. This experiment uses
the setting of Model 1 in the Table 2.
As can be seen in Table 1, the loss values of the models
separately trained with hyper-parameterized weights do not
differ much from the values of the single model trained with
sym-parametrized weights. This implies that a single train-
ing of a model using sym-parameters may replace the mod-
els trained in multiple cases of hyper-parameters.
5.2. Image Translation to Mixed-Domain
We have set up three SGN models for experiments on
image translations to mixed-domain. With the use of sym-
parameters, SGN extends the concept of multi-domain to
loss functions, and each domain is thus defined with combi-
nations of loss functions and data. For our experiments, the
datasets used in [10, 29] are combined with loss criteria of
Lrec, Ladv and Lper from Section 4 to train each model as
presented in Table 2.
Qualitative Result Figure 1 illustrates translation results
(1.0, 0.0, 0.0) (0.0, 1.0, 0.0) (0.0, 0.0, 1.0) (1.0, 0.0, 0.0) (0.0, 1.0, 0.0) (0.0, 0.0, 1.0)
Figure 7. Comparison with Style Transfer Model using Multiple Datasets SingleGAN can generate images with multiple domains, but
the output relies on trained datasets. Therefore it cannot reconstruct image even if it transfers the pictures of the same domain. But SGN
can reconstruct new domain images like Monet because it is trained with reconstruction losses for sym-parameter S(1,0,0).
of Model 1 with various sym-parameters. Not only inter-
translations among A, B and C domains are well gener-
ated, but the model also produces mixed generations with
weighted characteristics of candidate domains. Especially,
the successful image translations between domain B with
adversarial loss and domain C with perceptual loss should
be noticed; the generated images are influenced more by
colors and styles of Van Gogh than by the test image input.
As the numbers in the parentheses represent sym-parameter
values, correspondingly styled images are well produced
when mixed with 3 types of domains. Lastly, generated im-
age with S = (0.0, 1.5, 0.0) is an extrapolated result with a
sym-parameter that is set outside of the trained range, and
Van Gogh’s style is still bolstered accordingly.
Figure 6 shows image translations yielded by two other
models. While an SGN can be trained with different loss
functions and datasets as done for Model 1 and 2, it can
also be trained with domains defined with two GAN losses
for different datasets. As it can be seen in the figure, Model
3 is able to translate a summer Yosemite image not only to
a winter Yosemite image but also to a winter image with
Monet style with S = (0.0, 0.5, 0.5). This result well de-
picts how weighted optima of multiple objective functions
can be expressed. More test results of each model are pro-
vided in the supplementary material.
Quantitative Result It is generally known to be difficult to
define quantitatively evaluating metrics for generative mod-
els. Nonetheless, it is logical to quantitatively examine by
checking loss values for different S values since our aim
is to find optimal of variously weighted sum of losses. If
trained sufficiently in terms of (1) and (3), the correspond-
ing domain’s loss should be minimized when a domain’s
weight is 1, and when the weight is mid-valued as 0.5, re-
sultant loss of the domain should be valued in between the
values when the weight is 1 and 0. Furthermore, we can
compare these values with multiple hyper-parameter mod-
els that are individually trained.
Loss values of trained Model 1 are measured with a
test dataset and enumerated in Table 5.2. The numbers in
the table represent averaged loss values of each loss func-
tion the generator uses. In the table, each domain yields
its minimum loss value when weighted with 1. And these
are similar to the multiple models trained using a corre-
sponding hyper-parameter. The largest difference is that the
hyper-parameter models have a high loss value when the
weight of a specific loss is zero at the time of testing, such
as S = (0, 0.5, 0.5), while the SGN has a relatively low
value. This is because it is advantageous for the SGN to
learn that the loss is minimized for similar S values such as
S = (0.1, 0.45, 0.45).
Multiple Datasets vs Multiple Losses We have performed
a comparison with SingleGAN [26], which can handle mul-
tiple datasets, to clearly show the difference of our multi-
loss approach from the conventional methods. For fair com-
parison, SingleGAN has been trained using Photo as input
with three output domains: Photo, Ukiyo-e and Van Gogh.
SGN used the reconstruction loss for Photo, GAN losses for
Ukiyo-e and Van Gogh. As shown in Figure 7, SingleGan
performs style transfer, not reconstruction, for the condition
(1,0,0). These results mean that the input images are trans-
CCAM(Ours)
CBN
CONCAT
Input Image
Style Image
(1.0, 0.0, 0.0) (0.5, 0.5, 0.0) (0.0, 1.0, 0.0) (0.0, 0.5, 0.5) (0.0, 0.0, 1.0) (0.5, 0.0, 0.5) (0.33, 0.33, 0.33)
Figure 8. Results based on different injection methods of sym-parameters. All settings except for the sym-parameter injection method
are equivalently set up as Model 2 (A: Lrec, B: Ladv , Ukiyo-e, C: Lper).
ferred to Photo style. This can be seen more clearly by us-
ing Monet images as input, which are not used for training.
In contrast, SGN performs reconstruction for S = (1, 0, 0)
according to the definition of the trained loss, and also op-
erates to reconstruct Monet images that are not used in the
training phase at all. This result indicates that SGN behaves
according to the loss characteristics learned as we intended.
Continuous Translation Since the sym-parameter is rep-
resented as a k-dimensional continuous vector, continu-
ous inter-domain translations are achieved during mixed-
domain image translations. Such characteristics of SGN al-
lows seamless mixed-domain transitions among candidate
domains through the video1.
5.3. Conditional Channel Attention Module
We perform sym-parameter injections into SGN through
CCAM since conventional condition injecting methods are
empirically shown inefficient for our method. We have thus
experimentally compared the performance results among
different cases of condition injections, which is depicted
in Figure 8. The injection method labeled CONCAT repre-
sents the method of depth-wise concatenations with a latent
coded vector repeated to be in the same spatial size as fea-
tures. Central biasing normalization (CBN) [27] is also ex-
perimented for comparisons. We have adjusted the instance
normalization of the down-sampling layers and the residual
blocks of the generator network as similarly used in [26].
CONCAT method produces outputs that are alike de-
spite of various combinations of sym-parameters and fails
to generate images in mixed-domain correspondingly. This
method works promisingly for discrete condition injections
as reported in [3, 15, 30] but struggles in the SGN using
continuous conditions. This phenomenon is reasonable con-
sidering that the normalization within the generator per-
1https://youtu.be/i1XsGEUpfrs
turbs the values of the sym-parameter and differences in
the values are susceptible. CBN method performs better
than CONCAT, generating comparably more various im-
ages with given sym-parameters. Yet, its generations are
rather biased to one domain than a mixed-domain targeted
by sym-parameters, and also follow with some artifacts.
Since CBN uses bias and thus is hard to exclude the pos-
sibility on influence of a particular channel, additional in-
terferences among candidate domains may occur. Among
the experimented condition injecting methods, our proposed
CCAM is more suitable for the sym-parameter and SGN.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a sym-parameter that can ex-
tend the concept of domain from data to loss and adjust the
weight among multiple domains at inference. We then in-
troduce SGN, which is a novel network that can translate
image into mixed-domain as well as each domain using this
sym-parameter. It is hard to say which method is proper and
optimal when it comes to making a valid result for a mixed-
domain without ground truth. However, if optimizing to the
weighted objective of each domain is one of the effective
methods for this purpose, SGN performs well to translate
image to a target mixed-domain as shown in the experi-
ments. We expect that the research will be extended to apply
sym-parameter to more diverse domains, and to find more
effective models for sym-parameter.
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Supplementary Material
A. Experiment Settings
A.1. 1D Toy Example
The polynomial g(x) and the linear function h(x) are defined such that the output is between 0 and 1 when the range of x
is -1 to 1.
g(x) = x(x− 0.8)(x+ 0.9) + 0.5 (6)
h(x) = −0.1x+ 0.5 (7)
The sym-parametrized network f(x, S) is an MLP network that has three hidden layers with the size of 64 and ReLU
activations. It takes a tuple of (x, S) as an input and outputs a single value for either classification or regression. The mean
squared error function is used for regression loss Lr, and binary cross entropy is used for the classification loss Lc. Lc is
scaled down to 20% to balance the losses. In the training phase, the sym-parameter S is sampled from Dirichlet distribution
with α valued (0.5, 0.5). We use ADAM with a batch size of 16, and learning rates of 0.01 during the first 200 epochs, 0.001
during the next 200 epochs and 0.0001 during the last 100 epochs.
A.2. Sym-Parameterized Generative Network
For three loss terms,Lrec,Ladv andLper, we useL1 norm for the reconstruction lossLrec, and have applied a technique of
LSGAN [17] for the adversarial loss Ladv in which an MSE (mean squared error) loss is used. Additionally, the identity loss
introduced by Taigman et al. [25] and used in CycleGAN [29] is used in Ladv for regularizing the generator, combined with
the LSGAN loss. The implementation of the perceptual loss Lper follow the implementation of Johnson et al. [10], adopting
both feature reconstruction loss and style reconstruction loss. At the training phase, all three loss terms were weighted by
numbers sampled from Dirichlet distribution with all the α valued 0.5.
The architecture details of an SGN generator is provided in Table 4 of this supplementary. The discriminator is equivalently
set as CycleGAN [29]. To regulate the imbalance between the losses, Lrec and Ladv are respectively weighted with 2 and 1.
And for Ladv , GAN loss and the identity loss are respectively weighted by 1 and 5. For the perceptual loss Lper, we have
used the pretrained Pytorch model of VGG16 [23] without batch-normalization layers. Lper is composed of a content loss
and a style loss, computed at first 4 blocks of VGG16, which means it uses output features from Conv1-2, Conv2-2, Conv3-3,
Conv4-3, and do not use the fifth block, following the work of Johnson et al. [10]. The content loss is weighted with 0.001
and the style losses at 4 layers are weighted as (0.1, 1.0, 10, 5.0)×200 for the Model 1, (0.1, 1.0, 10, 5.0)×100 for the other
models. We use the ADAM optimizer with a batch size of 4. Then Model 1 and Model 2 are trained for 20 epochs and Model
3 is trained for 60 epochs. We keep the learning rate of 0.0002 for the first half of epochs and linearly decay it to zero for
the remaining epochs. Source code and pre-trained networks are available in https://github.com/TimeLighter/
pytorch-sym-parameter.
Layer Configuration Input Dimension Layer Information Output Dimension
Input convolution (h, w, 3) Convolution (K:7x7, S:1, P:3), IN, ReLU (h, w, 64)
CCAM (Reduction Rate r: 4)
Down-sampling
(h, w, 64) Convolution (K:3x3, S:2, P:1), IN, ReLU (h2 ,
w
2 , 128)
(h2 ,
w
2 , 128) Convolution (K:3x3, S:2, P:1), IN, ReLU (
h
4 ,
w
4 , 256)
CCAM (Reduction rate r: 4)
Residual Blocks
(h4 ,
w
4 , 256) Convolution (K:3x3, S:1, P:1), IN, ReLU (
h
4 ,
w
4 , 256)
(h4 ,
w
4 , 256) Convolution (K:3x3, S:1, P:1), IN, ReLU (
h
4 ,
w
4 , 256)
(h4 ,
w
4 , 256) Convolution (K:3x3, S:1, P:1), IN, ReLU (
h
4 ,
w
4 , 256)
(h4 ,
w
4 , 256) Convolution (K:3x3, S:1, P:1), IN, ReLU (
h
4 ,
w
4 , 256)
(h4 ,
w
4 , 256) Convolution (K:3x3, S:1, P:1), IN, ReLU (
h
4 ,
w
4 , 256)
(h4 ,
w
4 , 256) Convolution (K:3x3, S:1, P:1), IN, ReLU (
h
4 ,
w
4 , 256)
(h4 ,
w
4 , 256) Convolution (K:3x3, S:1, P:1), IN, ReLU (
h
4 ,
w
4 , 256)
(h4 ,
w
4 , 256) Convolution (K:3x3, S:1, P:1), IN, ReLU (
h
4 ,
w
4 , 256)
(h4 ,
w
4 , 256) Convolution (K:3x3, S:1, P:1), IN, ReLU (
h
4 ,
w
4 , 256)
CCAM (Reduction Rate r: 4)
Up-sampling
(h4 ,
w
4 , 256) Transposed Convolution (K:3x3, S:2, P:1), IN, ReLU (
h
2 ,
w
2 , 128)
(h2 ,
w
2 , 128) Transposed Convolution (K:3x3, S:2, P:1), IN, ReLU (h, w, 64)
Output Convolution (h, w, 64) Convolution (K:7x7, S:7, P:3), Tanh (h, w, 3)
Table 4. Generator network architecture. In the Layer Information column, K: size of the filter, S: stride size, P: padding size, IN:
Instance Normalization. CCAM has reduction rate r to reduce the amount of computation like SENet [8].
B. Additional Experimental Results
B.1. Tradeoff with Network Size
Using sym-parameter does not always have tradeoffs in performance, but it is affected by the capacity of the model. Figure
9 shows the losses when changing the number of filters in the 1D Toy problem. As the size of the model decreases, the loss
is getting larger than the hyper-parameter models. However, considering that a single sym-parameter model can be used as
multiple hyper-parameter models with a specific range of weights, the difference is not significant.
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Figure 9. Effect of Network Size
B.2. Continuous Translation
The video (https://youtu.be/i1XsGEUpfrs) is created by extracting images from the original and translating it
through SGN. ORIGINAL VIDEO and VIDEO WITH SGN represent original video and SGN translated video, respectively.
We use SGN models trained in the paper and translated images changing only the sym-parameters. The color bar above
VIDEO WITH SGN represents the sym-parameter values for each domain. If the entire bar is red, then the sym-parameter S
is (1,0,0). Since all the images are translated through SGN, reconstructed images may differ in some colors and appearance
from the original ones.
B.3. More Results of CCAM
Figure 10 summarizes channel activation trends of CCAM when changing sym-parameters for a given test image. As can
be seen in the plots, channels are activated differently for three cases of sym-parameter. First layer of CCAM is mainly re-
sponsible for scaling with no blocked channel. Considering the number of closed channels with zero activations are increased
at deeper layers, CCAM selectively excludes channels and reduces influence of unnecessary channels to generate images in
a mixed-domain conditioned by sym-parameters. This is the major difference of our CCAM and the CBN which utilizes bias
in controlling each domain’s influence. Figure 11 is additional images according to the sym-parameter injection method.
B.4. More Results of Image Translation
Figure 12, 13 and 14 shows additional images for models 1, 2, and 3 of the paper, respectively. Figure 15 is the results of
the new SGN model not in the paper.
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Figure 10. Channel activation of CCAMs. Each plot shows the channel activation results of the three CCAMs used in the SGN. The lower
plot corresponds to the CCAM of deeper layer. This result indicates that the degree of activation is different for each channel when the
sym-parameter is different for the same image.
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Figure 11. More results on injection methods All settings except for the sym-parameter injection method are equivalently set up as
Model 2. CONCAT does not show any difference according to the sym-parameter, CBN shows comparatively domain characteristic, but
inter-domain interference is more than CCAM. For example, if we look at the image of S = (0.5, 0.5, 0.0) in CBN, intense color appears
at the top, which is not related to domains A and B at all. This result shows that CBN is hard to exclude the effect of domains not related to
the input sym-parameter. The CCAM used for SGN has the most explicit domain-to-domain distinction and the least impact of irrelevant
domains.
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Figure 12. More results of SGN Model 1. The numbers in the parentheses are sym-parameters for each A, B, and C domain.
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Figure 13. More results of SGN Model 2. The numbers in the parentheses are sym-parameters for each A, B, and C domain.
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Figure 14. More results of SGN Model 3. The numbers in the parentheses are sym-parameters for each A, B, and C domain.
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Figure 15. Translation results of additional SGN model. The numbers in the parentheses are sym-parameters for each A, B, and C
domain.
